**Indie Bestsellers**

**Week of 10.28.20**

**FICTION**

1. **The Searcher**
   Tana French, Viking, $27

2. **A Time for Mercy**
   John Grisham, Doubleday, $29.95

3. **The Vanishing Half**
   Brit Bennett, Riverhead Books, $27

4. **The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue**
   V.E. Schwab, Tor, $26.99

5. **Anxious People**
   Fredrik Backman, Atria, $28

6. **Leave the World Behind**
   Rumaan Alam, Ecco, $27.99

7. **The Evening and the Morning**
   Ken Follett, Viking, $36

8. **The Once and Future Witches**
   Alix E. Harrow, Redhook, $28

9. **Transcendent Kingdom**
   Yaa Gyasi, Knopf, $27.95

10. **All the Devils Are Here**
    Louise Penny, Minotaur, $28.99

11. **Jack**
    Marilynne Robinson, FSG, $27

12. **The Book of Two Ways**
    Jodi Picoult, Ballantine, $28.99

13. **The Silence**
    Don DeLillo, Scribner, $22

14. **The Midnight Library**
    Matt Haig, Viking, $26

15. **Mexican Gothic**
    Silvia Moreno-Garcia, Del Rey, $27

**NONFICTION**

1. **Caste**
   Isabel Wilkerson, Random House, $32

2. **Untamed**
   Glennon Doyle, The Dial Press, $28

3. **Modern Comfort Food**
   Ina Garten, Clarkson Potter, $35

4. **Greenlights**
   Matthew McConaughey, Crown, $30

5. **Solutions and Other Problems**
   Allie Brosh, Gallery Books, $30

6. **How to Be an Antiracist**
   Ibram X. Kendi, One World, $27

7. **Dessert Person: Recipes and Guidance for Baking with Confidence**
   Claire Saffitz, Clarkson Potter, $35

8. **Is This Anything?**
   Jerry Seinfeld, S&S, $35

9. **Ottolenghi Flavor**
   Yotam Ottolenghi, Ixta Belfrage, Ten Speed Press, $35

10. **The 99% Invisible City**
    Roman Mars, Kurt Kohlstedt, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, $30

11. **The Splendid and the Vile**
    Erik Larson, Crown, $32

12. **Rage**
    Bob Woodward, S&S, $30

13. **Accidentally Wes Anderson**
    Wally Koval, Voracious, $35

14. **Trumpty Dumpty Wanted a Crown**
    John Lithgow, Chronicle Prism, $22.95

15. **Braiding Sweetgrass**
    Robin Wall Kimmerer, Milkweed Editions, $35

**Other Indie Favorites**

**The Talented Miss Farwell: A Novel**
Emily Gray Tedrowe (Custom House, $26.99) “The small town of Pierson, Illinois, is fortunate to have the bright, hard-working Becky Farwell as town treasurer. She really understands the town’s financial management, yet she is also a skilled artist. In another world, people wonder what the story is behind the glamorous, high-flying art collector Reba Farwell, who has no visible means of support. Does it matter, as long as she has an unflinching discerning eye and gives great parties? Watch and wonder as the talented Miss Farwell keeps all the plates spinning in this totally absorbing study of obsession and deception.” —Ellen Sandmeyer, Sandmeyer’s Bookstore, Chicago, IL

**Confessions on the 7:45: A Novel**
Lisa Unger (Park Row, $27.99) “Lisa Unger is amazing! If you have not found her books yet, now is the time. Each one gets better and better. She is particularly good at female dynamics and relationships, as well as writing a twisted thriller that pretty much could be happening to someone you know. Confessions on the 7:45 may be my favorite one yet!” —Laura Taylor, The Oxford Exchange, Tampa, FL
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